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We propose an asymmetric negotiation strategy to investigate the influence of high-degree agents on the
agreement dynamics in a structured language game, the naming game. We introduce a model parameter, which
governs the frequency of high-degree agents acting as speakers in communication. It is found that there exists
an optimal value of the parameter that induces the fastest convergence to a global consensus on naming an
object for both scale-free and small-world naming games. This phenomenon indicates that, although a strong
influence of high-degree agents favors consensus achievement, very strong influences inhibit the convergence
process, making it even slower than in the absence of influence of high-degree agents. Investigation of the total
memory used by agents implies that there is some trade-off between the convergence speed and the required
total memory. Other quantities, including the evolution of the number of different names and the relationship
between agents’ memories and their degrees, are also studied. The results are helpful for better understanding
of the dynamics of the naming game with asymmetric negotiation strategy.
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The combination of complex network and social dynami-
cal behavior has received much attention in the past few
years, spurred by the rapid development of complex network
theory �1–4�. Social and natural systems can be described by
complex networks with individuals occupying nodes and in-
teraction among individuals represented by edges. Much em-
pirical evidence has indicated that the interaction networks
of real systems are neither regular nor purely random, but
show small-world and scale-free topological properties �1,2�.
It is found that these properties play significant roles in the
various dynamical processes taking place on complex net-
works, compared to regular and random networks �3,4�.
Hence, it is necessary to model social dynamics on more
realistic networks instead of regular, random, or well-mixed
structures.

Language dynamics, as an important issue in social dy-
namics, has been extensively studied with focus on language
evolution �5–8� and competition �9–14�. Recently, a lan-
guage game, the naming game, related to opinion formation
but with many differences, has been proposed to study the
evolution of language or communication behaviors among a
population of individuals �15–23�. In the naming game,
agents mutually communicate about invented names for an
unknown object to reach a final consensus on naming the
object. A minimal version of the naming game was intro-
duced in Ref. �17�, in which a successful negotiation be-
tween two neighboring agents leads to the preservation of the
name in the negotiation and the cancellation of the other
names in memory. Although this model is simple, it can re-
produce the agreement dynamics and the global consensus.
In the minimal naming game, there are three possible nego-
tiation strategies, called directed, reverse, and neutral strate-
gies �19�. In the reverse strategy, agents occupying hubs are
preferentially selected as speakers, who tell the name to oth-
ers. It is found that in this case the evolutionary time for
achieving the global consensus is much shorter than in the
other two cases �19�. This phenomenon indicates that hubs
play positive roles in reaching the global consensus if they
have high probabilities to act as speakers. However, there

exists one natural question: if hubs have much more chance
to act as speakers, can the global consensus always be
achieved faster?

In this paper, we propose a modified naming game, intro-
ducing an asymmetric negotiation strategy to study the hub
effects on the agreement dynamics. We focus on the conver-
gence time for reaching the final consensus of a population
of individuals, which is of practical importance. Fast conver-
gence to the same opinion or name can avoid difficulties in
communication among social individuals and waste of re-
sources in storing information in communication systems.
We investigate the modified model on both small-world and
scale-free networks. By tuning a free parameter, the prob-
ability of high-degree agents acting as speakers is controlled.
We found that, although the effect of high-degree agents with
high speaking probability can enhance the convergence effi-
ciency, a very strong effect on the contrary delays the
achievement of the final consensus; this is reflected in an
optimal value of the parameter in the middle range of the
parameter space. By studying the total memory, we found
that some trade-off between the total memory and the con-
vergence speed is required, i.e., to reach global consensus
faster, more total memory is used by agents.

We first construct scale-free and small-world networks by
using the Barabási-Albert �BA� �24� and Newman-Watts
�NW� models �25�. Then we describe the modified naming
game model with an asymmetric negotiation strategy. Each
node of a network is occupied by an agent. The number of
agents is equal to the network size. N agents observe a single
object and communicate its name to neighboring agents.
Each agent is endowed with a memory to restore a number of
different names or opinions. Initially, agents’ memories are
empty and each agent i is assigned a weight ki

�, where k is
the degree of agent i and � is a tunable parameter. At each
time step, a pair of connected nodes are randomly selected to
communicate. The probability pi of choosing one of them i
as the speaker is proportional to i’s weight:
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pi =
ki

�

ki
� + kj

� . �1�

Once one agent is selected as the speaker, the other plays as
the hearer. If the speaker’s memory is empty, it invents a new
name; otherwise, it randomly selects one of the names stored
in its memory. Then the speaker transmits the invented or
selected name to the hearer. If the hearer finds the same name
existing in its memory, the negotiation is successful and both
agents delete all other names but preserve the agreed name.
If the hearer does not know the name, it adds the name into
its memory. By repeating the above process, the system
evolves.

The asymmetric negotiation refers to the strategy of
choosing speakers according to their weights. If ��0,
higher-degree agents have more chances to act as speakers; if
��0, lower-degree agents have more chances to be speak-
ers. In the case of �=0, the modified model reduces to the
neutral naming game in which two selected neighboring
agents have the same probability to be the speaker �19�.
Hence, by tuning the value of �, one can investigate the
dynamics of the language game with different influence
strength of high-degree agents.

In the following we present simulation results on the con-
vergence time tc for reaching the global consensus on both
BA scale-free and NW small-world networks. Figure 1
shows tc as a function of the parameter � for different aver-
age degrees �k� of BA networks. One can see that there exists
an optimal value of � for all studied �k�, resulting in the
fastest convergence. The inset of the left panel shows the
optimal value �opt vs �k�. There is a slow increase as �k�
increases. The optimal values are near 1, which means that,
when the influence of agents is proportional to their degrees,
the system can achieve the final consensus most quickly. The

fact that the optimal value of � is above 0 also indicates that
the presence of a hub favors the convergence efficiency,
compared to the neutral strategy ��=0�. This phenomenon is
consistent with previously reported results that the reverse
strategy leads to faster convergence than the neutral strategy,
because high-degree agents more frequently act as speakers
when the reverse strategy is adopted �19�. On the other hand,
when � continuously increases from 1, tc becomes longer.
For very large �, for example ��2, tc is even larger than
when the neutral strategy is used, which demonstrates that a
too strong influence of high-degree agents plays a negative
role in achieving global consensus. The right panel of Fig. 1
shows tc depending on � for different network sizes. One can
see that larger network sizes result in longer convergence
times but the optimal value of � remains fixed. Hence, �opt is
only slightly correlated with the average degree �k� of BA
networks and independent of the network size.

Figure 2 shows tc versus � on NW small-world networks
for different �k�. There also exists an optimal value of � for
the small-world network, but the optimal value is higher than
that for the scale-free networks. The inset of the left panel
shows the optimal value �opt in dependence on �k�. �opt is an
increasing function of �k� and is not less than 2. This phe-
nomenon can be explained by considering the difference in
degree distribution between scale-free and small-world net-
works. The degree distribution of scale-free networks is
highly heterogeneous, with a majority of small-degree nodes,
and a few nodes possessing very high degrees. In contrast,
small-world networks follow a Poisson distribution and have
no very high-degree nodes. Hence, for the same value of �,
the weight of high-degree nodes in scale-free networks is
obviously larger than that in small-world networks. In this
perspective, the best value �=1 for the scale-free network
does not provide enough influence for high-degree agents in
the case of small-world networks. Therefore, �opt is not less

FIG. 1. Convergence time tc vs � on BA networks. Left panel:
different �k� with network size N=5000. The inset shows the opti-
mal values of �, �opt, as a function of the average degree �k�. Right
panel: different network size N with fixed average degree �k�=8.
Each data point is obtained by averaging over 1000 runs on each of
ten different network realizations. In the BA model, there are m0

nodes initially. At each time step, a new node with m edges is
preferentially attached to the existing network. The average degree
�k�=2m.

FIG. 2. Convergence time tc as a function of � on NW net-
works. Left panel: different average degree �k� with N=6000. The
inset shows the optimal values of �, �opt, as a function of the
average degree �k�. Right panel: different network size N with fixed
average degree �k�=6. Other parameters are the same as in Fig. 1.
The NW model is a modified version of the Watts-Strogatz small-
world network model �26�. The NW network is constructed by ran-
domly adding edges to a regular ring network. �k� of the NW net-
work is controlled by the probability of randomly adding edges.
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than 2 instead of 1. The investigation of tc for different net-
work sizes shows similar network-size-independent behavior
as in the scale-free network.

High-degree agents have more neighbors to communicate
with, so if they more frequently act as the speaker, the names
spoken by them more easily diffuse among agents and con-
sequently benefit the success rate in negotiation. A higher
success rate leads to faster name deletion in the memories of
both speakers and hearers, so that the convergence of global
consensus is promoted. That is why the reverse strategy is
more efficient than the neutral strategy in achieving consen-
sus. As shown in Fig. 3, the decrease in the number of dif-
ferent names Nd in the early stage for higher values of � is
faster than for lower values. On the other hand, the agree-
ment dynamics of the naming game is enhanced by the for-
mation of some big name clusters, as shown in Ref. �18�;
within each cluster, agents share a common name. Through
the competition of these name clusters, one big cluster in-
vades the others and finally dominates the system with a
global consensus. A very strong influence of high-degree
agents inhibits the invasion and merging of clusters, which is
reflected by the final stage in Fig. 3. When a few different
names remain in the system, it needs a longer time to reach
final agreement for larger �. Thus there should exist an op-
timal value of � in the middle range, resulting in the fastest
convergence.

Furthermore, we investigate the maximum total memory
of agents Nw

max depending on the parameter �, as shown in
Fig. 4. Here we adopt a normalized Nw

max obtained by divid-
ing by the maximum value of Nw

max for each �k�. The normal-
ized Nw

max shows a nonmonotonic behavior with a peak in the
middle range for both scale-free and small-world networks.
Comparing Fig. 3 with Fig. 4, one can see that the peak value
of � is lower than the fastest convergence value of �, which
indicates that larger maximum total memory may not induce
faster convergence. However, we note that the total memory
needed to achieve the fastest convergence is considerably
larger than that for much longer convergence time, as shown
in Fig. 4. This result implies that some trade-off between the
total memory used by agents and the convergence time is
required, and, to converge faster, more memory is used by
agents.

Another interesting point concerns the relationship be-
tween agents’ degrees and their maximum total memories.
As shown in Fig. 5, for negative values of �, the maximum
memory used by an agent with degree k is proportional to �k,
which is consistent with previous reported results �19�. In
this case, high-degree agents act more frequently as hearers,
and hence receive more names transmitted from other parts
of the network. For positive values of �, the agents’ maxi-
mum memories and their degrees displays a negative corre-
lation, i.e., higher-degree agents use less memory to record
names, which is very different from the case of negative
values of � and previously reported results �19�. The obser-
vation can be explained by noting the fact that, for positive
values of �, higher-degree agents act as speakers more fre-
quently, thus receiving fewer names transmitted from others
and using less memory during the communication. We note
also that the fact that high-degree agents use less memory
may favor the achievement of final agreement, as in the case
of the optimal value �=1 displayed in Fig. 5. From the prac-
tical point of view, if we consider the naming game as a
model for communication among computer agents, it is more
natural to assign larger memories to agents with many more
connections. Hence, the use of positive values of � seems
not easy to implement, in particular for scale-free networks,
because in these networks a large number of agents with
small degrees need more memory capacity compared to the
original minimal naming game. However, if the total
memory used by agents is considered as the cost for reaching
global consensus, the cost for the fastest convergence is not
higher than that of the symmetric naming game ��=0�, as
displayed in Fig. 4. This means that the cost of the high-

FIG. 3. Evolution of the number of different names versus res-
caled time t /N for different values of � with fixed average degree
�k�=8 on the BA �top panel� and the NW �bottom panel� network.
Network size is 5000.

FIG. 4. Normalized maximum total memory used by agents
Nw

max as a function of � for different �k� on BA �left panel� and NW
�right panel� networks. Other parameters are the same as in Fig. 1.

FIG. 5. Maximum memory used by an agent, Nw
max, as a function

of its degree for different values of �. The dashed line is propor-
tional to �k. The average degree �k� is 8 and network size is 20 000.
Each data point is obtained by averaging over 100 runs of each of
ten network realizations.
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degree agents is considerably reduced and that of the small-
degree agents is slightly increased. The total cost increment
is still less than the total cost reduction. From this point of
view, the asymmetric negotiation strategy is still recom-
mended since it can lead to faster convergence with less cost.

Finally, we investigate the scaling behavior of the conver-
gence time and the maximum total memory with the network
size. As shown in Fig. 6, for BA networks, tc scales as N�

with � slightly depending on the value of �. For NW net-

works, tc scales as N1.35, independent of the value of �. The
scaling parameter � of the asymmetric negotiation naming
game is slightly smaller than in the original minimal naming
game, where the scaling parameter is 1.4 �19�, while the
maximum total memory Nw

max still scales linearly with the
network size, which is the same as in the original minimal
naming game �19�.

In conclusion, we have investigated a modified naming
game with asymmetric negotiation strategy on both scale-
free and small-world networks. The most interesting result is
that there exists an optimal value of the parameter � that
leads to the fastest convergence. This result demonstrates
that a proper influence of high-degree agents in negotiation
best benefits the achievement of final consensus, and high-
degree agents can play both positive and negative roles in the
agreement dynamics of the naming game. We have qualita-
tively explained the results for the convergence time in terms
of the evolution of the total number of different names. We
have also investigated the dependence of the total maximum
memory used by agents on the parameter � and found a peak
in the middle range of the parameter space. The relationship
between the maximum memory used by an agent and its
degree shows different behavior compared to previously re-
ported results in the naming game, while the convergence
time and the total maximum memory show similar scaling
behavior. It may be interesting to explore asymmetric nego-
tiation on networks with degree correlation in future work.
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FIG. 6. Convergence time tc and maximum total memory Nw
max

used by agents as functions of the network size N for different
values of � in BA and NW networks. tc scales as N� in both BA and
NW networks. For the BA networks, � from top to bottom is 1.30,
1.28, and 1.18. For the NW networks, � is about 1.35. For both BA
and NW networks, Nw

max scales linearly with the network size.
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